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WET SITE ARCHAEOLOGY
Dr. John Cole^ Fitzwilliam College
Cambridge England
The Chapter is pleased to announce that Dr. Cole will be our October speaker.
Dr. Cole, originally a native of southwestern Ontario, is considered an international
specialist in the field of wet site archaeology. Dr. Cole will discuss some of the work
he has been involved with over the past few years. Wet site archaeology is something
rather foreign to most southern Ontario archaeologists...so park your Gradalls at the
door of the Museum of Indian Archaeology, October 13th at 8pm and heOj^ about this
fascinating and delicate field of archaeology.

The Chapter would also like to thank Christine Caroppo and Charles Garrad of
the OAS Executive for speaking at our September speaker night on the f u t u r e directions
and past achievements of the OAS, and on recent OAS tours.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
Yes, your Chapter Executive did make it through the long, hot summer of '88, we
hope you all did too. In the main, the Executive was not kept busy, so we're refreshed
and ready to tackle another season of KEWA's, etc. Over the summer our
vice-president, Linda Gibbs, packed up her bags and cats and headed off to Hamilton,
where she is now working on her Master's at McMaster University. We wish her the best
of luck. Linda has indicated that she will be returning to London to keep up her
Executive duties, however, we have also signed on Wayne Hagerty to act as surrogate
VP in Linda's absence. Since Linda has left, it is not suprising to see Mike Gibbs, our
London LACAC representative, also head to Hamilton. Mike has agreed to continue until
the end of this year, but the Chapter will require a replacement for 1989. If interested
in serving as our representative to LACAC, please contact the Executive. We would
like to choose a candidate soon, so that Mike can show his replacement the "ropes".
While promised previously, the size of the article for this month's KEWA meant
holding off on our 1988 Chapter mailing list for another month. Sorry. We can say
briefly that this year our members/mailings total has experienced a modest increase,
now at 148. As we grow, so too does the effort and time needed to put together even
one issue of KEWA. Fortunately, Chapter Director Pat Weatherhead now will be helping
with newsletter production. Anyone else interested can also be put to good work, so if
you have a free evening or two (or week or weekend day) a month, give us a shout.
Also on the publication front, Occasional Publication Series editor Neal Ferris has
reported that the much heralded "Prehistory of Southern Ontario" publication is on hold,
and the publication date is now not expected until the spring of 1989. While most of the
volume has been reviewed and is either in the revision or galley proofing stage, delays
in receiving submissions from a select few authors is the source of the hold up.
Unfortunately, since each chapter of the volume represents a cultural period in Ontario
prehistory, one simply cannot run the volume with a few hundred years gap! We are at
the mercy of these tardy authors, and can only hope that substantial doses of guilt
speed up these remaining submissions!
***CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENTS***
Two conferences are fast approaching this fall, and are accessible to most of the
membership. First, The Ontario Archaeological Society's annual symposium will be held
on October 22 & 23, at 20 Grosvenor, in Toronto. This year's theme is Ontario
Archaeologists Abroad, and will feature a day and a half of speakers discussing work
from around the world. Second, also in Toronto, from November 3-6, at the Westbury
Hotel (475 Younge), will be the annual Eastern States Archaeological Federation
meeting, featuring sessions on a host of themes. For further information on either of
these conferences, contact the Chapter office at 55 Centre Street.
SOCIAL REPORT
Another annual summer picnic has come and gone, and for the second year running,
turnout was dismal. On a beautiful Saturday afternoon at the Longwoods Road
Conservation Area, only Chapter Executive members came out, along with Charlie and
Fay Nixon. Is it the company, or are members simply not interested in such an event
anymore? Due to the poor turnout over the last two years, the Chapter Executive is
currently contemplating dropping the summer picnic from its list of annual social events.
How do you feel? Are traditions important, or should they be chucked regularly? If you
support the latter view, do you have any suggestions about alternative activities?
Please let us know your feelings on the matter.

On other fronts, we are again heading into our annual series of speaker nights,
which are still being held on the second Thursday of the month (excluding December) at
the Museum of Indian Archaeology. Also Van Bemmel excavations are continuing into
the fall once again, so anyone interested in getting some crisp fall air and moving some
dirt, please contact Neal at the Chapter office (433-8401). Finally, Lab Nights are back!
Starting October 6 at 7:30 PM, 55 Centre Street will again be the place to wash and
process artifacts, do special interest projects, or simply just drink coffee and chat. All
the materials recovered from Van Bemmel in 1988 need to be processed, as well as
several other collections that require work. Come on out and join the gang!
***PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS***
The Regional Municipality of Waterloo Archaeology Section is releasing a number
of volumes as part of the preparation for the Region of Waterloo archaeological master
plan. Individual volumes examine drainage; historic vegetation; past archaeological
research; physiography; and an historic overview of the Region. Each volume costs
$10.00 and orders can be directed to the Archaeology Section, Planning and
Development Dept., Marsland Centre, 20 Erb Street W., Waterloo Ontario, N2J 4G7.
IHNEWS FLASH!!!:
We hope the following article is of interest to our readers.
Iroquois as Deer Managers
In the early 17th century, the Iroquois Indians living around Niagara Falls managed
the population of wild deer - conserving the number of breeding does and probably
raising the animals in pens - to trade deerskins with European settlers supplying marine
whelk shells from Chesapeake Bay.
That is the conclusion of a study by two Canadian archaeologists studying the
remains of Iroquois settlements and old deer bones from the time.
Their interpretation fits well with some historical references to the Iroquois, who
were called "those who tend deer" in one document, and sheds new light on the
inventiveness and managerial skills of aboriginal Americans.
The evidence, from the period between 1605 and 1651, includes such things as
unusually large numbers of deer bones showing cut marks left by skinning, the
preponderance of skinned male deer bones (suggesting the females were spared), a rise
in the number of marine whelks in Iroquois settlements and a seasonal shift in Iroquois
settlements to areas where wild deer congregate in winter.
This is the same period in which, historical records show, high quality "chamois"
deerskins were in great demand by European traders who bought them with Chesapeake
whelk shells.
The findings were reported this month at the annual meeting of the Society for
American Archaeology in Phoenix by William C. Noble and Jacqueline Crerar of
McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario.
Boyce Rensberger
Washington Post (Page A3)
Monday, May 16, 1988
EDITOR'S NOTE
The following article reports on yet another site where OAS members, including
several from the London Chapter, assisted in a mitigation of a large site by MCC
personnel. This time the site comes from the Leamington area, by the shores of Lake
Erie, and represents a grab-bag of Middle and Late Woodland Western Basin ceramics
and archaeology.

WESTERN BASIN OCCUPATIONS OF THE ROBSON ROAD (AaHp-20) SITE
Ian Kenyon, Neal Ferris, and Wayne Hagerty
In 1987 the authors were involved in the mitigation of a Western Basin site in
south Essex County (Figure 1), where excavations revealed a multi-component, mostly
Late Woodland occupation. Findings from subsequent analysis allows for a discussion of
Western Basin ceramic trends, as well as a consideration of subsistence strategies
employed by the people who utilized Robson Road between ca. AD 500 and 1400.
Environmental Setting
The most southerly portion of Canada is Essex County, which is bounded to the
north by Lake St. Clair, to the west by the Detroit River, and to the south by Lake
Erie. Although the topography of Essex can be generally described as flat and
unpicturesque, it is an area of diverse soils and land forms. Much of the interior of
Essex is a low, poorly drained clay plain that once would have supported a dense cover
of ash and elm. At the southeastern end of the county the land becomes higher and
sandier. The most prominent feature in the terrain is Point Pelee, a massive sand spit
created in relatively recent times by Lake Erie wave action.
At the base of Point Pelee is a sand plain which extends about 20 km east-west
and 10 km north-south. This sand plain is thought to have been formed by one or more
of the high water pro-glacial lakes that occupied the Lake Erie basin. In places this
Leamington sand plain rises about 50 meters above lake level, making it one of the
highest spots in the county. The Leamington sand plain is drained by a series of small
streams which flow into Lake Erie, including Hillman, Sturgeon, and Leamington Creeks.
According to early 19th century land survey records, the sandy, well-drained soils of
the Leamington plain supported forests dominated by oak with varying amounts of white
ash, beech, maple, hickory, chestnut, and poplar.
At the east end of Leamington is Leamington Creek which exits into Pigeon Bay
(Lake Erie), after running for its short, 4 km length though a series of sand hills. The
Robson Road site is located on a large sand hill west of the mouth of Leamington Creek
and overlooking Pigeon Bay. The name "Pigeon Bay" itself is of some minor historical
note since, according to the Jesuit missionary F. Potier, the 18th century Wyandots had
a name for this place that included the root words for both "passenger pigeon" and
"feces". The pigeons are long extinct, but numerous gulls now perform a similar role.
Previous Research in the Leamington Area
Although David Boyle had visited Pelee Island, little archaeological work was done
in the Leamington-Pelee area before the last 20 years. In 1968 and 1969 David
Keenlyside (1978) investigated a series of Late Woodland sites on Point Pelee. In the
vicinity of Leamington itself, systematic archaeology only began with Doug Carey's
work in the 1970s, which included a survey of lower Leamington Creek (Carey 1978),
resulting in the discovery of Robson Road and a number of other sites. By the late
1970s plans were being made to develop land in the vicinity of lower Leamington Creek,
which previously had been used for farm crops and orchards. These development plans
called for the construction of condominiums, houses, and light industrial buildings.
Aware of this impending development, Dr. Peter Reid of the University of Windsor
commenced a site survey and excavation program in the Leamington Creek area (Reid
1979; 1981; 1982). Funding for this work was provided by the Ontario Heritage

Figure 1: A Few Western Basin Tradition Sites. 1- ROBSON ROAD; 2- Cherry Lane; 3Bruner-Colisanti; 4- Point Pelee sites; .5- Liahn; 6- Bellamy; 7- Couture; 8- Dymock; 9Younge; 10- Riviere Au Vase; 11- Butler; 12- Springwells Mound; 13- Card Island; 14Doctor's; 1.5- Libben; 16- Muriel Ryersee.
Foundation and Lou Harris, the developer. Dr. Reid's 1981 project was the excavation of
the Robson Road site (Reid 1982). Establishing his grid along a northwest-southeast
trending sand ridge, Reid excavated two blocks, joined by a 2 meter wide trench. In all
he opened 448 square meters of site, resulting in the recovery of 77 cultural features.
These pits, especially at the northwestern end of the excavation, proved to be
numerous. The bulk of the artifacts indicated a Late Woodland occupation, an
identification supported by radiocarbon dates of AD 900 +_ 80 and 1000 +_ 80 (Reid 1982).
There were, however, some coil-made sherds suggestive of Middle Woodland provenance.

The 1987 Excavations
For the usual reasons — lack of time and resources — the 1981 project did not
result in a complete excavation of the site. Mr. Harris had agreed to allow further work
before construction proceeded, and contacted the London office of the Ministry of
Culture and Communications in 1987 to report that plans had been finalized for the
construction of a condominium, which would be impacting the area where the Robson
Road site was situated. In late July personnel from MCC visited the site to monitor
topsoil stripping in the vicinity of Dr. Reid's excavation. It soon became apparent that a
number of archaeological features lay outside that area. Using a combination of summer
staff and volunteer labour, the MCC London Office organized a salvage excavation at
Robson Road from the 4th to 21st of August, with a 4-day return visit in December of
1987. In all, 144 person-days were spent at the site that year.
The Robson Road site is located on a 4.3 ha. parcel of land at the northeast
corner of Robson Road and Cherry Lane. To the southwest, across Robson Road, is the
Lake Erie shore. Within the property archaeological features are confined to the higher
elevations (Figure 2). To the west is a narrow ridge which reaches an elevation of 592'
A.S.L. (the nominal elevation of Lake Erie is 571'). This ridge is the area excavated in
1981 by Peter Reid, which in this report is termed Area A (Figure 3). At the eastern
end of the lot is an even higher sand hill at a maximum elevation of 599' A.S.L.
Although this area was mapped as part of the site by Reid, no excavations were
conducted here in 1981. In 1987, the top of this eastern hill (called Area B) was
stripped, uncovering 54 features (Figure 4). In the course of excavation it became
evident that features were not uniformly distributed over the entire site, but rather the
break in slope between Areas A and B marked a real discontinuity. In fact, Areas A and
B could easily be considered two separate sites, although both have similar feature
types and occupational dates.
There have been some twentieth century disturbances to the site. Construction of
Robson Road destroyed the southern end of Area B, while the western part of Area A
was truncated by Cherry Lane. Along the northeastern margin of the property, gravel
pit operations removed a small portion of Areas A and B. Agricultural activities had
also impacted both areas, limiting extant subsurface features to large pits and likely
effacing evidence of shallower features such as post moulds and hearths. Also, a
rectangular feature at the western end of Area A contained a calf skeleton.
Excavation was quick and efficient. Topsoil was removed by machine, and subsoil
then shovel shined. As features appeared they were identified by assigning them
sequential numbers. They were then recorded using tapes to triangulate a centre point
(marked by a nail with flagging tape) in reference to the area grid. Plan views were
mapped, using a compass to record orientation of the graphed feature. A profile line
was then drawn along the long axis of the feature and the first half of the pit
excavated, with all fill screened through 1/4" mesh. The profile was then recorded. If a
profile revealed carbon-rich or ashy deposits, a soil sample of usually at least 20 litres
was taken for flotation. The second half of the pit was then excavated.
Settlement Data
While no hearths or post moulds were identified during excavations, 150 features
were recorded in the field. Five proved to be non-cultural, so in all 145 pits were found
in 1987. Four pits (Features 10, 147 and 149 in Area A and Feature 146 in Area B)
contained human burials, lacking diagnostic artifacts, and so remain undated (see
Kenyon and Ferris 1988). Most archaeological features excavated in 1987 were round or

ROBSON ROAD

Figure 2: Limits of Robson Road Site Excavations - 1987.

Figure 3: Robson Road Excavation Area A. The dashed line indicates Peter Reid's 1981
Excavations in Relation to the work done in 1987. The area to the east of the 1987
excavations had actually been removed by sand quarrying in the time between Peter
Reid's work and the MCC project.
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Figure 4: Robson Road Excavation Area B.
oval, and about 100 to 150 cm in diameter. While pit shapes and profiles from Robson
Road suggest that these features were fairly substantial when originally used, their
contents were normally unrevealing, and pits fills usually consisted of a homogeneous
soil. In fact, most pits contained relatively few artifacts: over 60% produced 25
artifacts or less (this excludes faunal remains but includes FCR, debitage, ceramics,
etc.). The low artifact density in most features suggest that these pits were not used as
places to discard refuse. In general, pits contained what might be termed secondary
rather than primary refuse: material that had been initially discarded on the site
surface and at some later point (perhaps much later) incorporated into pit fill. If this is
so, then artifacts found in a feature may be much older than the period in which the
feature was opened and closed.
In general, the large and relatively deep dimensions of these features would have
made them ideal for storage or caching. These pits may have functioned as small "cold
cellars", where food could be preserved and left over a long period. Storage pits tend to
be uniform in appearance, characterized by a circular outline and a basin-shaped profile
(Figure 5: 1). In contrast, a very few features appear more conical and layered in
profile (Figure 5: 2). Two such pits (Features 22 and 40) included remains of ceramic
vessel sections, and this feature type may represent true refuse pits. Also found on the
site was a single, bathtub-shaped pit (Feature 25; Figure 5: 3). This large, deep pit
yielded over 4000 fish bones, which were associated with a discrete ashy lens. The
function of this feature may have related to fish processing or storage.

Figure 5: Pit Types From the Robson Road Site. 1- Feature 46; 2- Feature 22; 3Feature 25. Scale is 1 inch to 50 cm. White area represents brown topsoil fill; lined
area represents topsoil/subsoil mottle; crossed area represents subsoil layer; stippled
area represents a bone/ash layer; blackened area represents ceramic concentrations.
There were 138 pits for which complete measurements (length, width and depth)
could be obtained (excluded from this were the ^ burial pits). Based on artifact
contents, especially decorated ceramic sherds, Late Woodland pits could be dated to
either early in the Western Basin Tradition (Riviere and Younge phases) or to the later
Springwells phase. However, slightly over half the pits contained no diagnostic artifacts

Table 1: Robson Road Pit Metrics
by Period and Site Area
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and hence could not be assigned to a period.
Also it should be remembered that some of
these assignments will be in error owing to
earlier diagnostics incorporated into the fills
of later pits. In addition to the Late Woodland pits, one feature (Feature 62) could be
definitely tied to a Middle Woodland occupation. This feature was an irregularly shaped
pit 166 cm long, 73 cm wide and 25 cm deep.
It contained portions of two ceramic vessels
as well as a considerable quantity of deer
bone. While some other features had corded
Middle Woodland-like ceramics (e.g. 58, 74,
132, and 140), all of these appeared to be
Late Woodland pits containing the earlier
material as incidental inclusions.

Table 1 provides summary pit metrics
by period and area for 137 Late Woodland
features at Robson Road. Pits that could not
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evident difference in the spatial distribution
of Riviere/Younge and Springwells pits.
While pits of the Riviere/Younge phases are
almost equally represented in Areas A and B, 14 of 16 Springwells pits are in Area A. A
distinction is also seen in pit metrics. Although mean lengths for the two periods are
approximately the same, Springwells pits are significantly less deep, largely due to the
absence of a class of very deep pits during this phase which are relatively common
during Riviere/Younge times. Since subsistence strategies are thought to change
substantially between Younge and Springwells phases (Murphy and Ferris n.d.), it may be
that the shallower storage pits of Springwells times reflects a different emphasis in
storage functions.
^Pto.An.A

With only large storage pits at Robson Road, in apparently no definable pattern,
it is difficult to ascertain occupational history. A large number (54) of pits overlapped,
suggesting more than one episode at the site. However, it is impossible to determine if a
pit or a number of pits represent one year's occupation, and if the pattern was similar
year after year. In general, most pits do not appear to be re-used over extended periods
of time. As well, excavation of pits immediately adjacent to other pit depressions
(assuming that most pits were dug individually, and not together as a single effort),
suggests avoidance of old or "used" pits. Indeed, the scarcity of debris in pits may be
partially a result of filling in one pit with the soil from another excavated beside it (M.
Pratt, Personal Communication). Reasons for this avoidance are unknown, although it is
possible that as pits eroded and infilled they were no longer functional.
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With the Robson Road site sporadically occupied from sometime before AD 500 to
about 1350, as well as the possibility of misleading artifact associations within features,
the notion of getting carbon dates to assist in dating the period of site occupation was
of no value. Rather, charcoal samples were submitted for radiocarbon dating from those
pits containing primary refuse, in particular, large vessel sections. Thus, our desire was
not to date the site, but rather to date specific pits yielding large, diagnostic ceramics,
which could assist in understanding seriation for the Western Basin Tradition. Five pits
were radiocarbon dated, and the results, together with the associated ceramics, are
discussed below.
Material Culture
Middle Woodland Ceramics (Figure 6)
Feature 62 was the only definite Middle Woodland pit found at Robson Road,
containing numerous ceramic sherds from two separate vessels. Most sherds come from a
thick, corded vessel (Figure 6:1 & 6:3). While the vessel itself cannot be reconstructed,
sherds indicate that it has a slightly constricted neck and a straight unthickened rim
with a rounded lip (Figure 13:1). Rim exterior and neck areas have nearly vertical
impressions from a cord-wrapped paddle. Cords exhibit a S-twist (3 mm diameter) and
are spaced 6 mm apart. On the vessel body cording orientation is nearly horizontal. The
interior is entirely plain. Only a tiny portion of the lip survives, and so it is uncertain
if there is any lip decoration. The lip is 8 mm thick; 20 mm below the lip the vessel is
10 mm thick. The vessel displays coil breaks and is thick walled. A sample of 35 sherds
range in thickness from 7 to I* mm with a mean of 10.1 mm and a standard deviation of
1.67 mm. The vessel is coarsely tempered with one particle 12 mm in diameter.
A
identical
diameter
than the

few sherds survive from a second corded vessel (Figure 6:2). It is virtually
to the first one except that it less coarsely made. S-twist cords are 2 mm in
and are spaced 6 mm apart. Sherds are 7 to 8 mm thick and have finer temper
first vessel. These sherds also display coil breaks.

A radiocarbon date of AD 570 +_ 120 was obtained from Feature 62. Since the
charcoal sample was small, it was not possible to remove humic acids in the lab prior to
running the date (H. Melville, personal communication). Because of this, the charcoal
may be contaminated with modern carbon, which would result in a later date for the
sample. The AD 570 reading must therefore be considered a minimum rather than a mean
date. The ceramics and radiocarbon date indicate a Middle woodland provenance for
this feature, which probably predates AD 500. Such cordmarked pottery can be assigned
to the "Couture" complex (Spence, Pihl and Murphy n.d.), named after a site in Kent
County, which produced ceramics similar to those in Feature 62 (Fox 1985).
Another possible Middle Woodland rim comes from Feature 132, although the
feature itself is Late Woodland. In some ways, this rim resembles the ceramics from
Feature 62. Specifically, the lip is rounded (Figure 13:2) and the exterior is cordmarked
with a 2 mm diameter S-twist cord. There is also some suggestion of a coil break.
Cording is nearly horizontal on the exterior, while the lip and interior are plain. The
rim profile is markedly everted when compared with the Feature 62 rim, suggesting that
the specimen from Feature 132 may date somewhat later, possibly to the late Middle
Woodland or early Late Woodland (Riviere phase).
Riviere/Younge Phase Ceramics (Figures 7-9)
Riviere and Younge phase ceramics may be decorated with a wide variety of
techniques including linear and dentate stamping, cord-wrapped stick impressions, and
11
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Figure 6. Corded Middle Woodland Sherds from Feature 62.
Radiocarbon date: AD .570 + 120.

Figure 7. Cordmarked Riviere Phase Vessel
Feature 40. Radiocarbon date: AD 990 + 120.
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Figure 8. Younge Phase Rims: 1, Feature 129; 2, Feature 105.

Figure 9. Younge Phase Y'essel Section
from Feature 22. Radiocarbon date:
AD 1100 + 90.
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Table 2: Ceramic Attributes of Robson Road Site Rims. Table 2a is for uncollared,
pre-Springwells phase Rims. Table 2b is for collared, Springwells Phase Rims.
Decorative Tool
Plain. Linear Tool
Regular Dentate
Plain. Linear Tool
Cord-wrapped Stick
Irregular Dentate
Cord-wrapped Stick
Rough Linear Tool
Irregular Dentate
Cord-vrapped Stick
Cord-wrapped Stick
Plain Linear Tool
Undecorated
Plain Linear Tool
Plain Linear Tool
Cord-wrapped Stick
Plain Linear Tool
Cord-wrapped Stick
Irregular Dentate
Plain Linear Tool
Rough Linear Tool
Undecorated

Interior
Obliques
Missing
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain

Surface Lip Form Cast. ProV. Ph Pr Period
Smoothed Square
No
Riyiere/Younge
Fea 15
— —
Smoothed Thickened No
Riyiere/Younge
Feal7
—
—
Incised
Smoothed Thickened Yes Fea 22
9 14:2 Younge
Z-Corded Splayed
No
Plain
Fea 40.
7 14:1 Riviere
Missing Smoothed Square
Yes Fea 42b
Riyiere/Younge
—
— Riviere
No
Missing Smoothed Sfluare
Fea 44
— 13:3
Incised? Smoothed Thickened Yes? Fea 44
Younge
— —
No
Missing Smoothed Square
Fea 49
Riyiere/Younge
— —
Corded
Splayed
No
Plain
Riyiere
Fea 50
—
— — Riyiere/Younge
Yes Fea 53
Missing Smoothed Square
—
No
Missing Smoothed Square
Riyiere/Younge
Fea 5 3 —
— Middle Woodland
S-Corded Round
No
Plain
Fea 52
6 13:1
Yes? Fea 63
Younge
Missing Smoothed Square
— —
No
Smoothed Splayed
Fea 68
Younge
Plain ?
—
— — Younge
Missing Smoothed Thickened No
Fea 69
— Riyiere/Younge
No
Missing Smoothed Splayed
Fea 93
— — Younge
—
Missing Smoothed Thickened Yes Fea 95
13:6
Smoothed Square
No
Plain
Fea 105 8:2 13:5 Younge
No ; Fea 129
Riyiere/Younge
Missing Smoothed Plain
— —
Smoothed Thickened Yes Fea 129 8:1 13:4 Younge
Plain.
No
S-Corded Round
Fea 132 — 13:2 Middle Woodland/Riviere ?
Plain
Note: Cast. - presence or absence of castellations; Ph - Figure number of photograph: Pr -Figure number of profile drawing.

Exterior
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain

Primary Tool
Plain Linear Tool <
Push-pull
Push-pull Cord-wrapped Stick
Regular Dentate
Push-pull
Incised
"Net Impressed" Corded

Lip

Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Punctates
Plain

Rim Ert.
Obliques
Horizontals
Horizontals

Obliques
Horizontals
Horizontals
Obliques

Sect

Missing
Missing

Secondary Tool Lip
Push-pull
Encirling line
Irregular Dentate Obliques
Missing
Obliques
Irregular Dentate [Cordmarked]
Plain Linear Tool Obliques
[Cordmarked]

Interior
Plain
Obliques
Plain?
Obliques
Obliques
Obliques
Plain

Upper Neck
Missing
Obliques
Plain
Missing
Obliques
Missing
Plain

Cast. Prov.
No
Fea 16
Yes Fea 23
Yes Fea 31
Fea 59 i: 64
No
Yes Fea 64
No
Fea 129
No
Area A

Ph
12:2
11:2
10
12:3
11:1
11:4
12:1

Pr
13:9
13:7
14:3
13:11
13:S
—
13:10

incising. Usually the rim exterior is decorated with one or more band of- oblique
impressions, while the neck may have a more elaborate design. Lips and interiors are
usually decorated. In profile rims are everted and may be thickened but are not usually
collared. Many vessels have low, multiple castellations. Since many decorative motifs
and techniques of the Riviere and Younge phases overlap and appear to have been in
use_ for over 400 years (Stothers and Pratt 1981; iMurphy and Ferris n.d.), not every rim
can be assigned to one of these phases. Thus many rims are lumped into a combined
category (Table 2a).
^ . r Essential attributes for Riviere/Younge phase rims at Robson Road are. compiled
in Table 2a. A characteristic of Western Basin Tradition ceramics in Essex County is
the variability of tools used to make impressed motifs (see Fox 1982; Lennox 1982).
These range from a smooth or plain linear tool (Figure 9) to one with a roughened
appearance (Figure 8:1). Roughened tools may have mutiple notches (irregular dentate in
Table 2a; Figure 8:2). True (regular) dentate stamping is not common at Robson Road
for the Riviere/Younge component. Lip form in Table 2a follows profile varieties
established by Fitting (1965:14-23). These are round (Figure 13:1), square (Figure 13:5},
splayed or .wedge (Figure 14:1), thickened (Figure 14:2), and collared (Figure 14:3). At
Robson Road, the square, splayed and thickened varieties are typical of Riviere/Younge
ceramics. In particular, thickened rims appear characteristic of the Younge phase.
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from features yielding large vessel sections
of the Riviere and Younge periods. These vessels and their dates warrant discussion
since they exemplify key differences between Riviere and Younge phase ceramics.
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Feature 40 (Area B) produced a section from the upper part of a classic Riviere
period vessel, with cord-wrapped paddle impressions on its lip, neck and body (Figures 7
and 14:1). Cording on this vessel, unlike for the Middle Woodland vessels discussed
previously, has a Z-twist. Cords are 4 mm wide and spaced 6 mm apart. The lip and rim
interior are decorated with an oblique band of cord-wrapped stick impressions, although
the interior band does not appear to encompass the entire perimeter of the vessel
mouth. The walls of the vessel are quite thin, ranging from 4 to 8 mm thick. The lip is
splayed and is 11 mm thick. The neck is relatively short and has a rounded, constricted
form. There are no castellations on the vessel. In the typology developed by Fitting
(1965), the Feature 40 vessel would be classed as Wayne Cordmarked. Feature 40 has a
radiocarbon date of AD 990 +_ 120 (Table 5). This also must be considered a minimum
date, since the charcoal sample could not be treated for removal of humic acids.

Figure 10: Springwells Phase Vessel in Feature 31. 1- push-pull collar; 2- ribbed paddled
neck; 3- roughened or self-slip body treatment. Carbon dated to AD 13.50 +_ 70.
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Figure 11. Springwells Phase Rim and Collar Sherds with Horizontal Motifs
(Macomb Linear): 1, push-pull, Feature 64 (Radiocarbon date: AD 1350 _+ 70);
2, push-pull, Feature 23; 3, push-pull, Feature 121; 4, incised, Feature 129.
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Figure 12. Springwells Phase Rim and Collar Sherds with Oblique Motifs:
1, corde'd ("net-impressed"), Area A surface; 2, plain linear tool impressed,
Feature 16; 3, dentate, Feature 64 (Radiocarbon date: AD 1350 +_ 70);
4, dentated collar base with ribbed paddled neck, Feature 2.
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Feature 22 yielded the remains of a "typical" Younge phase vessel (Figures 9 and
14:2). The upper rim is decorated by a single oblique row of plain linear tool
impressions. A similar tool is used to produce a row of oblique impressions on the lip
and two bands of impressions on the rim interior. The neck is decorated with a complex
incised design of alternately open and filled triangles. Neck surface is smoothed but the
body is cordmarked. The rim has been thickened, possibly by adding a separate fillet of
clay, and is marked by about 12 low castellations. The neck is elongated and nearly
cylindrical in shape. Vessel profile is characteristic of the Younge phase and contrasts
markedly with the Feature 40 vessel. A radiocarbon date of AD 1100 +_ 90 (Table 5)
from Feature 22 is entirely .consistent with a Younge phase placement for this vessel,
although the carbon sample could not be treated for humic acids.
Springwells Phase Ceramics (Figures 10-12)
A salient trait of Springwells phase vessels is the presence of a collar (Table 2b).
Usually this is produced by pushing out the lip area of the vessel, resulting in a
C-shaped rim profile (Figure 13:7-9), also a characteristic of the contemporaneous
Middle Ontario Iroquois stage (see Kenyon 1988; Murphy 1987). Sometimes (e.g Figure
13:10) the collar is produced by adding a fillet of clay or folding over the lip.
Springwells vessels, like those of the Younge phase, feature high cylindrical necks
(Figure 14:3), but these are usually undecorated except on the upper portion directly
below the collar. Typical of Springwells vessels are horizontal motifs executed with a
pointed, notched, or corded tool applied in a push-pull fashion (Figure 11:1-3), or by
simple Incising (Figure 11:4). Bands of oblique linear (Figure 12:2) or dentate (Figure
12:3 & 4) tool impressions may also be found on Springwells vessels but this treatment is
less common than in Younge phase times. Another decorative technique used in this
period is what Fitting (1965) termed "net-impressed". In the single example from Robson

cm

Figure 13: Rim Profiles (Exterior to Left). 1- Middle Woodland; 2- Middle
Woodland/Riviere; 3- Riviere phase; 4 to 6- Younge phase; 7 to 11- Springwells phase
(see Table 2 for more information).
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Figure 14: Profiles of Upper Vessel •S'ections Fr-om Robson Road.
1- Riviere phase.vessel^ Feature 40 (Radiocarbon date: AD 990 +_ 120)
2r. Younge.-phase., ye^se-l. Feature 22 (Radiocarbon date:" AD': n'OOV90) '"
3- Springw^JLs,..phase vessel,- Feature' 3.1 '(iladiqcarbort "date:'' AD 13^0' +_ 70)
Note: Vessels' 2 and 3 have casteliatib'Hs, Which are'not'shown her'e. Cip' area of vessel 3
is missing
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Road (Figure 12:1), however, the r i m - is decorated with a loosely corded tool.
Springwells vessel bodies are often marked with ribbed paddling (Figure 10:2), sometimes
in combination with a distinctive roughened or "self -slipped" treatment (Figure 10:3).
Two pits containing Springwells phase ceramics were radiocarbon dated at Robson
Road. The vessel found in Feature 31 (Figures 10 and 14:3), exhibits the characteristic
C-shaped Springwells collar. Unfortunately the lip edge is missing, so collar height
cannot be accurately determined, although it must have exceeded 53 mm. The collar is
decorated with at least 7 horizontal rows of a 10 mm long cord-wrapped stick tool
applied in a push-pull manner. The vessel probably had 8 or 9 castellations, the positions
of which are marked by a motif consisting of 3 oblique lines on the collar (Figure 10:1).
The vessel neck is high and cylindrical (Figure 14:3), and shows evidence of smoothed
over ribbed paddle impressions (Figure 10:2). The body probably had an elongate or bag
shape typical of Springwells vessels (e.g. Fitting 1965: Plate 13). Some of the body
sherds are extremely thick and reach a maximum of 18 mm. Compared with many
Riviere/ Younge vessels, the ceramic fabric of the Feature 31 vessel is coarsely
tempered and quite friable. The body is heavily smeared with "self-slip" or roughening
(Figure 10:3). Feature 31 has a radiocarbon date of AD 1350 +_ 70 (Table 5).
A Springwells rim sherd from Feature 64 (Figure 11:1 and 13:8) has a 34 mm high
collar and a pronounced castellation. The collar is decorated with push-pull horizontals.
Under the castellation the horizontal pattern peaks to form an inverted "V" motif. A
portion of the upper neck may be present, and appears to be decorated by a band of
obliques executed with a irregular dentate tool applied in a push-pull mode. A similar
band appears on the rim interior. The lip is cordmarked. There are no associated body
sherds. Feature 64 also produced a dentate stamped rim (Figure 12:3). The carbon date
for Feature 64 is AD 1350 +• 70, identical with the result for the Feature 31 vessel.
Pipes and Miniature Ceramics
Only two pipe sherds were found during the 1987 excavations, both bowl
fragments. This is in contrast to the 31 sherds recovered by Reid in 1981 (Reid 1982:
29). Both fragments are cylindrical, but only the specimen from Feature 108 is
decorated with irregularly spaced tool tip impressions. The other fragment is plain, and
comes from Feature 121, thought to be associated with a Springwells period occupation.
Miniature ceramics include coarse, thick fragments, commonly termed "juvenile"
ceramics (Features 44, 56). In addition, a number of sherds are much better made. These
are more truly miniature vessels, some of which are decorated with fine rows of
punctates, tool impressions, or incised lines (Features 17, 18, 21, 44, 60, 68, 100 and
138). The rim fragment from Feature 100 has an everted, thickened lip, while the sherds
from Features 17 and 18 appear to have "mini" collars. These miniature vessels are
relatively common on Western Basin Tradition sites, particularly during the Younge
phase (Murphy and Ferris n.d.). While some specimens may be "intermediate" level
training pots, a few appear to be individual food serving or carrying vessels, as seen on
other Western Basin sites (eg. Fox 1982; Lennox 1982).
Lithlcs
Almost 1300 pieces of lithic debitage were recovered from the 1987 excavations.
It appears that the site inhabitants relied heavily on locally available cobble cherts
from secondary deposits. The 15 cores/chert nodules found on the site, some of which
are heavily patinated and exhibit the removal of only one or two "test" flakes, as well
as the abundant evidence for bipolar flaking on the site, support this observation.
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Chipped lithic tools are rare at Robson Road, with only 1 projectile point, 6
biface fragments, 2 utilized flakes, and no scrapers in the site assemblage. This paucity
of lithic tools is a common trait of many Western Basin sites in southwestern Ontario
(Lennox 1982; Reid 1981; 1982). The single point from the site (Feature 72) is a "Port
Maitland" side notched variant, made from an unidentified, heat-treated chert. It is 34
mm long by 21 mm wide by 6 mm thick. The base is 19 mm wide, and is not ground.
Notches are small, and circular, 2.5 mm wide, 4.5 mm up from the base. The point is
probably related to a Riviere phase occupation at the site. Ground stone tools include 1
adze (Feature 4); 2 celts (Features 72, 121); 2 abraders (Feature 100, Surface); and 2
manos (Feature 55; Surface).
Bone Artifacts
Bone tools are not common at Robson Road. Feature 25 produced a mammal bone
fragment with one end worked into a needle or punch-like implement, while Feature 37
contained 3 antler pieces, scored and cut, two of which may be awls (Prevec 1988).
Faunal Analysis
Over 6000 animal bones were recovered from Robson Road (Prevec 1988). As with
stone and ceramic artifacts, the faunal material was unevenly distributed among
features. Although 57 yielded some animal bone, only 10 features had more than 25
specimens. Feature 25 contained over 4000 bones, about 65% of the entire site sample.
Table 3: Faunal Remains by Species
and Feature for the Robson Road Site
FEATURE
Passenger Pigeon
Blue Jay
Bird sp .
Sturgeon
Bo-vfin
Whitefish
Burbot
Sucker fam.
Catfish fam.
Stone Cat
Bass (Microptarus)
Rock Bass
P'ercn
•Walleye
Percidae
Perciformes
Drum
Fish sj>
Raccoon
Musjcrat
|Deer
Mouse
Vole
Grey Squirrel
Mammal sp.
Turtle
I Snake
Itoad/Frog
ITOTAL

25

40 100

130

29

60

23 128

62

12

58

49

4
1
1
2
1

193
147

1
1

14
8

4
1

8
3
4

13

3

8
16

3

28
77
133
14

17

63

18
S3
39

3
7

1
1

6
1
2

1

1
19

3

2 Misc TOTA1
1
1
4
1
7
5
1
1
4
1
2
221
4
157
1
2
10
16
12
3
46
1
2
190
10
261
3
63
2
13
2
23
11
22 4722
1
92

In Table 3, the 13 features with
the greatest amount of bone are
listed; the remaining 44 feature
samples are summed together under a
"Miscellaneous" column. It is evident
that' a wide variety of fish and
mammal species were exploited by the
inhabitants of the Robson Road site.
Bird species are not common.

With a multicomponent site like
Robson
Road it is pointless to conS3
3
2
3
sider
the
faunal totals as somehow
4
26
434
239
4
2
1
37
1
6S 52
4
2
2
representative
of the site, since
Z
2
Z
Robson Road is many "sites". A more
2
1
98
1
2
2 . 2
4 13
2
4 5&
use
3
13 precise understanding of faunal
1
3
1
3
1
~1 can be achieved by examining the
5
2
4020 1084 337 240 211 88 S6 68 57 45 21 IS. IS 201
patterns among and within features.
An effort to order the welter of
information is presented in Table 4,
using the following method. First, the
bone identified to only class or order (except for turtle) was dropped from further
analysis. Then, pits that contained only one genus/species were excluded, as well as any
genus/species found in only a single pit. This two-way elimination process resulted in a
"reduced" table consisting of 21 features and 13 animal groups (termed loosely in what
follows as "species"). It was assumed that species exploited at the same time would be
found in the same features. Degree of co-occurrence was measured by calculating phi
10

20
33S6 89? 156
1

1

167

56

9

15.7

""

6-4'M
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coefficients using the presence or absence of species within the 21 features. The table
of phi coefficents was then run through a principal component analysis program. The
ensuing variable scores (eigenvectors) on the first component were used to rank species
while object or component scores were used to rank features. This ranking procedure
resulted in the ordering shown in Table 4, which can be interpreted as a two-way
"seriation" of both species and features.
Table 4: Faunal Patterning Among and Within Features From Robson Road
FEATURE
Burbot
Walleye
Sucker
Perch
Turtle
Rock Bass
Bass (Micropterus)
Sturgeon
Catfish
Drum
Muskrat
Bovfin
Raccoon
Deer
TOTAL

25 29 23 100 112
195 H 4 i
153 5 7 85 6
1
147 8 1
77 8 13 IS
1 3
28
17
1
5
1
16

12 15 47 46
3 3
1
1
6
1

1
1

1

3
1

4 49 53 26 118
1
1
1

1
1

1
3
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

4

9 20

1

1
1

38 25 137

65

2

1

606

2 137 45 27 60 62 40 TOTAL

5

2

3

1

1

3

7

2
4

2

1

2

2
4

2
85
5 1
2
1 52 JJ7
5 86 57 133

1
1
4

8
20

1

4
6

1
2

221
260
157
190
13
46
12
6
24
23
3
4
91
108
11581

This analysis suggests clusters or groupings of species and features. The most
striking cluster of species consists of burbot, walleye, sucker and perch — fish known to
aggregate during the spring in streams or at the mouths of streams. Of the four
features associated with this spring fishing cluster, only two contain diagnostic
artifacts: Feature 100 is Riviere/Younge phase and Feature 23 is Springwells.
Unfortunately, Feature 25, which contained a hugh amount of fish bone, yielded no
diagnostics. Features 25 and 29, however, are located very close to Feature 23 (Figure
3), and it is possible that together these features represent a Springwells spring fish
processing camp at the east end of excavation Area A.
A less well defined group consists of turtle, rock bass, bass (big or small mouth)
and sturgeon. These species would be most available during spring-summer. The cluster
includes both Riviere/Younge (#4, 46, 47, and 49) and Springwells (#15) features.
The third cluster of bone consists of deer, raccoon, and muskrat, which can be
obtained at almost any time of the year. Also represented in this cluser are drum,
bowfin and catfish, which can be easily caught in shallow water throughout the summer.
In general this cluster may represent summer-fall (or even winter) activities. Features
containing this cluster of bone include both Riviere/Younge (# 27, 40, 45, and 53) and
Springwells (# 2 and 137) pits, as well as the single Middle Woodland feature (#62).
There is little spatial patterning for these faunal clusters, as both Areas A and B
contain pits with bones of all three groupings. As well, there appears to be little
difference between Riviere/Younge and Springwells activities at Robson Road, although
there is a suggestion that spring fishing was particularly important during the
Springwells occupation. In sum, the faunal material indicates Robson Road was visited
during a number of seasons to take advantage of abundant and diverse local resources.
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Discussion
The excavatipn of the Robson Road site proved to be- a sometimes frustrating
task, as many of the large, back-breaking pits yielded few artifacts. Frustration has
come also during the subsequent analysis and interpretations of site findings. This was
due to a lack of diagnostic material for many pits, the multi-component nature of the
material recovered, as well as to the confusing, overlapping scatter of pits, leaving
community and structural patterns nearly impossible to identify. Despite these problems,
the Robson Road site has provided useful information regarding Western Basin ceramic
seriation, and even settlement-subsistence strategies.
Table 5: Radiocarbon Dates Received for the Robson Road Site
Lab No.
BGS 1243
BGS 1244
BGS 1245
BGS 1246
BGS 1247

gjH

3.6
3.1
5.4
11.3
19.4

Fea.
62
40
22
31
64

Provenance
Middle Woodland
Riviere
Younge
Springwells
Sprin swells

after Klein etal. 1982

Date (BP) Date (AD)
570
1330 + /- 120
990
960 + /- 120
1100
850 + /-90
1350
600 + /-70
1350
600 + /-70

Calibration (AD)*
450- 860
885- 1245
933- 955.1020-1315
1270 - 1410
1270 - 1410

Humic Acids
Not removed
Not removed
Not removed
Removed
Removed

Radiocarbon dating of five features, all of which contain large portions of
diagnostic vessels, well illustrates some of the critical changes to Western Basin
ceramics in southwestern Ontario (Table 5). While the non-removal of humic acids leave
the two earliest dates somewhat later than anticipated (Features 62 and 40)', the
general ordering from Middle Woodland through to Springwells phase fits well with what
was expected. Generally, the coarse, thick, 5-twisted cord marked ceramics of the
iMiddle Woodland are replaced by the Riviere phase Wayne wares, which are thinner,
Z-twisted cord marked vessels, characterized by a slightly everted rim, short,
constricted neck, and typically, a globular-shaped body. Further changes occur between
the Riviere and Younge phases. The Feature 22 vessel can be considered typical of the
Younge phase. In particular, the thickened lip, impressed rim, and incised triangles on a
long, almost cylindrical, smoothed over neck are hallmarks of this phase. Finally, the
two dated Springwells phase vessels reflect dominant traits of this period, including a
"C-shaped" collar; horizontal push-pull on the collar; ribbed paddling evident on the
long, cylindrical neck; and the "self-slip" or roughened treatment of the body, which
typically has an elongated bag shape. The radiocarbon dates associated with identifiable
and analyzable vessel sections will assist the fledgling field of Western Basin Tradition
ceramic seriation in southwestern Ontario.
Outside of saying the Robson Road site was used sporadically over a long period,
and generally during warm months, it is difficult to fit the site into any neatly
packaged seasonal round for the Western Basin peoples of southwestern Ontario.
However, in spite of the confusing pattern documented, or more accurately because of
it, it may well be that the seasonality of a site like Robson Road can not easily be
defined precisely, due to the diverse activities conducted there. The area of south-east
Essex County in general and the Leamington Creek region in specific was an
exceedingly rich environment, and the range of resources and length of their availability'
perhaps did not really require individuals to be committed to any one locale or
exploitive strategy at any given time during warm weather. Thus it is quite possible
that during a given year Robson Road was visited irregularly by people in warm weather
months, reflecting part of a very informal seasonal round. Some or all of the foodstuffs
hunted and collected at Robson Road during these brief periods were probably cached in
the Large "cold cellar" storage pits at the site, while individuals moved on to other
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locales, resources and activities. Numerous Western Basin sites are known for the
general area, including the immediate vicinity of Leamington Creek (Carey 1978; Reid
1982). It is certainly conceivable that Late Woodland bands could have spent much or
even all of their seasonal round moving from resource to resource, all within as little as
a 10 km diameter area — less than a day's journey.
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